By the way, it's a pity Wm. James did not know more of the Middle Ages when he wrote on varieties of religious experience. Huysman's preface belongs to an offensive kind of affectation which already stinketh. Would the war have made a man of that creature?" Then follows a criticism of a new law book, an appreciation of Robert Bridges and his Spirit of Man, the announcement of a purpose to read Tolstoy's "infantile moral tales," and a query, '~Is there anywhere, outside of big books on the Constitution, a compendious account of the manner in which Abraham Lincoln understood and exercised his executive war power? Some folks here need to learn it."
This last was a lure, dangled before a veteran of the Civil War. Did he take it? Of course he did. So, from letter to letter, in the pages of this delightful volume, the old jurists carry on their exhilarating pursuit of literature, law, the sciences and the arts. ~uidquid agunt homines . ... WHATEVER may be said of the state of humanistic studies today, this at least must be recorded: never have the printed aids to these studies been so numerous, so competent and so attractive as they now are. Large and highly organized classes in a great number of institutions have created a demand not only for handbooks but for collections of basic texts, and editors and publishers have co-operated to supply the demand with books which are sometimes works of genuine scholarship and are often of value also to the general reader. One recalls such admirable ventures as The Student's Milton, edited by Professor Patterson for Crofts; the Aristotle and the Plato issued by Random House; the many excellent period J anthologies in English literature; and, a more individual effort, Miller. and Johnson's The Puritans (American Book Company; Toronto, Gage). And now there are added to the list two anthologies in the history of literary criticism from Plato to the present century.
SHORTER NOTICES
Literary Criticism, with its two volumes, has almost twice as many pages as The Art of Literary Criticism and can print representative selections from some seventy critics as against thirtyseven: a fact which gives it a large initial advantage. The first superiority of Literary Criticism is its much more adequate representation of those authors who are truly basic: Plato, Aristotle and the so-called Longinus. Its second superiority-is the inclusion of 240 pages translated from the historically important and relatively inaccessible critics of the Italian Renaissance, wholly absent in the smaller collection. Its third superiority is a fuller representation of foreign critics throughout: not merely Goethe, Schiller, Ste-Beuve and Taine,. but these and Mme de Stael, the two Schlegels, Schopenhauer, Hugo, Nietzsche, France, Zola, Brunetiere, Bergson, Croce; while among American critics it adds to Poe and Henry James: Emerson, Lowell, Whitman and Howells. Its fourth superjority is in its introductions and notes. There are, however, points at which The Art of Literary Criticism supplements the larger collection, adding, among essential authors, Quintilian, Boileau (the preface to Longinus), De Quincey, Bagehot, Tolstoy and Conrad.. And in some · instances the selections are different (e.g., Dante, Jonson, Addison, Schiller, Hazlitt, Pater, and in part Ruskin and Arnold), while in one or two instances (notably Coleridge) they are more extensive .
. Neither of the two anthologies makes any serious attempt to illustrate contemporary trends in criticism, where values are not yet finally <;letermined and where copyright opposes its barriers. It is momentarily disappointing, but not at all surprising, to find Spingarn and Babbitt and More, T. S. Eliot and Edmund Wilson, unrepresented. Some earlier omissions are less easy to account for. It is a strange notion of the Art of Literary Criticism that can omit Charles Lamb and Anatole France. And in Literary Criticism we look in vain for Scaliger, for Bacon and Hobbes, for Boileau, for Addison on the imagination, for Blake, Wordsworth and Coleridge on the same subject, for Burke on the sublime, and for Herder and others on primitive poetry: in other words, for the means of studying both the Neo-classical and the Romantic positions on poetry. The Art of Literary Criticism makes the claim to represent -Hpractically all the problems ... that have confronted critics from classical an tiq ui ty"; but this is a claim which even Literary Criticism (as we have just seen) cannot fully sustain.
The true aim of The Art of Literary Criticism is to teach the art by a critical study of models. · The emphasis and tone of the book are practical rather than historical, and pedagogic rather than scholarly. The bibliography has some curious inclusions and some more curious omissions. Literary Criticism, despite the one or two lapses noticed, is a much more serious work of historical and critical scholarship; and this is particularly true of the :first volume. There Pr.ofessor Gilbert has put us heavily in his debt, not only by his selections from the I tali an critics, but by the first English translation of Aristotle's Poetics to be based on Gudeman's text. His bibliographies are always relevant and usually strikingly complete (we may notice, however, the absence of Padelford's translations from the Poetics of Scaliger); and his introductions and notes are unfailingly learned and suggestive. In the second volume Professors Allen and Clark follow the model furnished by their predecessor, but -do not always achieve his originality, pertinence, completeness and weight, though they surpass Professors Lieder and Withington in these qualities.
Such anthoiogies are a response to American mass instruction with its desire to have the basic texts securely between two covers. But (as we hinted at the outset) it is usually possible to give the market something better than its minimum demand; something better is certainly gtven m these volumes, and especially in Professor Gilbert's.
A.S.P. W ..
